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Cover

The cover photo, submitted by David Riecks, was featured on the cover, *Illinois Research*, Fall/Winter 1994-5, and is a Gold Award winner - Color Transparency, Critique and Awards Program: "I originally thought that the honeycomb would make a great ghosted background for our issue focusing on entomology - it was approaching winter so we were somewhat limited in subject matter. I illuminated it from behind with a soft-box and used a medium telephoto to flatten out the perspective. However, it wasn’t until the beekeeper brought out a pair of bees from the unheated room next door that I realized we had a cover - that is, once the insects warmed up enough to move out of the masthead area of the shot. Equipment: Nikon F3, 105 Micro-Nikkor lens, Ektachrome 100 Elite, White Lightning Ultra 1200 strobes with soft-box attached."
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